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Www.bjbead.com Interpret Discount Amazon Stone Jewelry On Cheap Jewelry Website

Amazon stone (sometimes called " Amazonite "), Amazon stone is one of gemstone and variety of green
microcline.Amazon stone is said to create a feeling of power. It inspires truth, communication, eloquence,
integrity, trust, clairvoyance,

Aug. 28, 2009 - PRLog -- Amazon stone (sometimes called " Amazonite "), Amazon stone is one of
 gemstone and variety of green microcline,.it was first found in the 19th century. Although its name is
derived from the Amazon River, it is doubtful whether green Amazon stone occurs in the Amazon area..
The name may refer to the green shades of the rainforest along the Amazon river that are reflected in the
gemstone. Because of its bright green colour when polished, Amazon stone is sometimes cut and used as a
gemstone,
http://www.bjbead.com

For many years, the source of Amazon stone color was a mystery. Naturally, many people assumed the
Amazon stone color was due to copper, because copper compounds often have blue and green colors. More
recent it is  suggested that the blue-green color results from small quantities of lead and water in the
feldspar. 

On discount jewelry website, there are pearl, turquoise,emeralds, rubies, garnet, crystal, coral, shell,
sapphires, agate, amazonite, amethyst, apatite, chrome diopside, enstatite, iolite and kornerupine. There are
deposits of moonstone, opal, feldspar and peridot, phenacite, rhondolite, scapolite and sinhalite beads.
http://www.bjbead.com/amazon-stone/ 

Amazon stone varies in color, it is from yellow-green to blue-green and may also exhibit white streaks.
Amazon stone is a gemstone variety of green microcline, Amazon stone is Blue or blue-green, Do ring
surface or sculpture. Color is pure blue, emerald green. Bright texture, transparency is good, little cleavage
for quality product. The Amazon stone jade stone can be used as a substitute. Cheap jewelry

In fact a high quality Amazon stone can be mistaken for precious jade,. Amazon stone can not undergo any
kind of treatment. Amazon stone, though not common, is still very affordable.We strongest
recommendation of its metaphysical powers is that Amazon stone is said to make your married life happier.

Amazon stone is said to create a feeling of power. It inspires truth, communication, eloquence, integrity,
trust, clairvoyance, clarity, sincerity, honor, prophecy and openness. The stone can  help you to trust your
intuitions more,.It is also said to reduce self-damaging behavior, and lead one away from the
self-destructive behavior that sometimes surfaces when we experience disappointments. 
http://www.bjbead.com/gemstone-jewelry/ 

discount amazon stone,amazon stone wholesalers,amazon stone manufacturers,amazon stone
suppliers,exporters of amazon stone,natural amazon stone from china,online amazon stone store,amazon
stone manufacturer,amazon stone manufacturing,amazon stone in china,wholesale jewelry from china.

# # #

Wholesale jewelry, supply vast kinds of styles handmade jewelry,mainly engage in wholesale handmade
jewelry such as wholesale crystal ,wholesale pearl ,wholesale gemstone,wholesale costume jewelry
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